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 New Business Incubation



Our team is constantly pushing to the edge of what’s possible and this exploration leads to new and exciting discoveries.
  











The edge of a new beginning.



 New Business Incubation works to accelerate the symbiotic relationship between humans and machines through the orchestration of platforms and services supporting Industry 4.0.
From terrestrial robots to location tech, sensor intelligence and industrial IoT, some of the most transformative future technologies are being validated and developed in our group.
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We are explorers.



Our team constantly pushes to the edge of what’s possible and this exploration leads to new and exciting discoveries. Everything we are creating is part of a larger orchestration: The orchestration of the future. By bridging the physical and digital worlds, we are giving machines sight and humans the ability to accomplish more through automation.


We are creating new autonomous ecosystems using the transformational power of Verizon 5G Ultra Wideband and Mobile Edge Compute. Powered by the latest technologies and running on top of one of the biggest and most reliable networks in the world, the work we are doing helps to demonstrate how we are truly at the dawn of Industry 4.0.









Location Technology



The Location Technology team bridges the physical and digital worlds using the power of location intelligence.
The team is developing Digital Space Orchestration, an innovative technology that delivers improved business outcomes with advanced spatial analytics. It leverages rich data to provide maximum visibility into business operations, find new efficiencies and respond to dynamic environments.
The team is developing universal positioning, enabling facility leaders, operation managers and enterprises to understand the location and movement of people, machines and IoT technology in any space.

Learn more 
 













5G Disruption



The 5G Disruption team harnesses business opportunities in a 5G world and discovers future customer pain points in the areas of automation and autonomy.
They build deep customer insights and market analyses to generate blueprints for the next generation of meaningful, net-new software-based businesses for NBI and Verizon.
Their approach is hypothesis-driven; part art and part science. The disciplined process begins with creative discovery, followed by iterative validation around the opportunity, the business model and the product. This balance of creativity, analytical rigor and process discipline is what makes the team unique and perfectly positioned to help create future 5G ecosystems.

  













Sensor Intelligence



Sensor Intelligence creates custom, end-to-end solutions that drive better business outcomes such as automated inventory management, quality control, worker safety and integrated end-user experiences.

Our platform combines data from physical spaces using sensor fusion, integrated with big data, digital systems and AI to power automation and visibility that deliver business value. And with Verizon 5G, that all happens in near real-time.
  













Robotics Business Technology



Robotics Business Technology is focused on creating integrated solutions that incorporate Verizon’s 5G and mobile edge compute (MEC) capabilities to help enterprise customers efficiently deploy, manage and scale ground robotics fleets.
By integrating ground robots with one operational platform, and leveraging Verizon’s advanced connectivity solutions, enterprises can speed up time to insight, increase automation of their operations and deliver greater value.
Learn more 
 













incubed IT



incubed IT is the creator of a software platform providing autonomous navigation tools to administer, manage and optimize mixed fleets of robots in industrial settings. The award-winning software enables robots to localize and navigate autonomously and can be easily integrated into nearly any mobile robot.
incubed IT’s products include:
	Smart Shuttle Navigation Toolkit: Transmits near real-time data to navigate autonomous mobile robots (AMRs)
	Fleet Management Server: Manages AMR Fleet & Routing Operations
	Data Monitoring & Analytics: Near real-time monitoring and advanced reporting

Learn more 
 













See how it’s coming to life.



We are making investments for today and the future. See how our work will create the ecosystems that shape Industry 4.0.
 











 










 










Interested in exploring with us?



Contact us at NewBusinessIncubation@verizon.com.
Contact us 
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